
 

REZOTONE & REZOTONE 12 - INSTRUCTIONS 

 

When you receive your REZOTONE / REZOTONE 12, please plug it into a phone charger 

and after around 20 minutes take it in your hands and lie down for around 30-40 min. 

A Rezotone diagnostic will then begin. During this time, some people see auras, white or 

different colours. People may feel nice energy going via the meridians and around the 

body. In some places this energy may stop, usually where there are problems, as the 

angels are recording these places for further healings. 

You can sleep the first full night with the Rezotone in your hand.  

It is good practice to give the body rest during sleep, by turning off WiFi and mobile 

phones at night and whilst resting. The unit can be plugged into a charging point in a bed 

room each night for sleep protection. 

 

Rezotone do not need electricity all the time, so you can use them outside. It can be 

carried on the individual, whereby the energy of the body works with the device to form 

a protective shield around the body. Rezotone will be activated by the heat of your hands 

and will continue protecting you outside. The Rezotone USB case has a tiny hole, which 

you can use: you can thread and use that string to hang around your neck. Or you can 

use fishing string. Some women prefer keep Rezotone on the string on the neck and put 

rezotone to the right side in to their bra, for the better contact with the skin. 

 

Please do not plug your Rezotone into a computer or laptop. The reason why we ask not 

to plug into a laptop, is because the REZOTONE has lots of programs inside, and so it can 

overload computer, if the device/computer is not strong. 

For charging it is best to use a phone / USB charger and car charger 5 V or car USB port. 

Please never keep REZOTONE in very cold or very hot place and around magnets. 

 



REZOTONE & THE ANGELIC BEINGS 

 

For each REZOTONE an angel is assigned 

After the initial diagnostic you can and are invited, anytime, to talk with the ANGEL, via 

the REZOTONE. You can even make a name for him/her. 

You can communicate (out loud or silently) your problems: health, energy and so on and 

what you wish that they will help you with. 

FROM RUSSIAN SCIENTISTS: “In addition, the members of our team are not only people, they 

are real ANGELS, or the military call them, benevolent race from a high dimension.  They 

contact us and show themselves physically in our laboratory, sometimes in the form of a blue 

sphere. 

“So, on top of the programs, which we have in 5G REZOTONE protective micro-computer, these 

Angels also include their own programs. We cannot influence them or remove this program, 

they are invisible, and they are working great! Amazingly, each of the USB keys, are under the 

Angel’s supervision and they are literary talking with each other over great distances. 

“They are working individually with each person, together with the needs of this person, even 

if there are 100 people in the room. This is what we have found after numerous amounts of 

research. Maybe when a person has an Angel, this USB is a tool to help make this connection 

in the most productive way. We noticed that people prefer to be in constant contact with the 

USB Rezotone - they start to sleep by keeping it in their hands, or in connection with the skin, 

or under the neck. Those who study yoga, martial arts, ballet, noticed much more plasticity for 

their body.” 

 

Please take care of your thoughts, and make sure that they are not negative. We have found 

that the Angel's programs deprive the negative person of activity, so that he does not cause 

harm to himself and the environment. For those, who only wish to help themselves, instead of 

helping others, this REZOTONE simply will not work. 

 

Programs support positive people and do not give strength to the negative. This is the 

principle of Bushido, that extends to the universe: “Do it right, and you will become 

invincible!” 

 

We are a small dedicated team with expertise, every USB is handmade, requiring a very 

sophisticated process, with 5 levels of validation. Even the plastic was carefully chosen, 

so we can guarantee the best protection against 5G.   



 

Please share with us your experiences with USB Rezotone to help monitor 

progress. Thank you. 

 

If you have any questions about Rezotone USB’s and any other products by 

Rezotone, please contact Julia: rezotone@bk.ru 

 

Julia / Amelia is also giving her book for free and it can be downloaded using the link 

found on our website as a bonus for everyone.: https://ameliareborn.com  

 

https://5grezotoneshield.com/ 
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